Marist College's vaunted "cardboard Gymnasium" has served, in addition to other functions, as a theatre. The College's emphasis in this particular aspect of its usefulness hardly need be questioned. The Theatre Guild of Marist was voted the club of the year in '63-'64. It is this group in particular, and the student body in general, which will profit from the inclusion of the new theatre in Champagnat Hall. The theatre will seat 358 persons in three seating zones. Brother Linus Foy has described it as "small but intimate." The theatre will be equipped with a 24'x36' workshop directly behind the stage. Attached to the workshop will be a truck dock to facilitate the loading and unloading of scenery. There will be two dressing rooms, with additional rooms available if necessary. Set changes will be effected by means of a fly tower and lower scenery. There will be ample space available for storage of costumes and stage equipment. Brother Linus has termed the theatre "The most well equipped theatre between New York City and Albany."

For those interested in statistics, the stage will be 60 feet wide by 30 feet deep. The total cost of the theatre will be $286 thousand dollars. This figure can be subdivided into 50 thousand dollars for lighting equipment and the curtain mechanism, 15 thousand dollars for the seating facilities, and 200 thousand dollars for the physical plant. Of particular note are the facts that the theatre will be air conditioned, equipped with a movie screen and two projectors, and wired for closed circuit television.

There will be a gallery lounge for use during intermissions, and the bathskeller will be easily accessible from the theatre. All in all, the theatre promises to be one of the most important structures of Champagnat Hall because it will be our front yard to the many residents of this area.

RADIO CITY MARIST

The U.S. Marine Corps officer selection team visited Marist College on March 5 and 6. Marine officers were present, discussing with interested students the ground and air programs. These programs are as follows:

**Opera: Enjoyment**

**Music Coming To**

A constitution has been prepared for the approval of the student government by one of Marist's newest organizations, the Opera Club. The purpose of the club is to assist students in putting on operas. The meeting usually consists of a brief explanation of the scene and plot of the opera and some comments on the performers. Mr. White followed by the opera itself.

The club tries to vary the types of operas played. The selections planned for future meetings include: Verdi's "Aida," and Mascagni's "Cavalleria Rusticana."

As the first club of its type on campus, the Opera Club has hopes of developing a foothold on the college and its growth. Bill Glashen, the spokesman for the students in the club, hopes that the club will be able to work in conjunction with the tentative radio station, and that it will be able to institute a permanent record library on campus.

A general meeting to discuss the club's organization is scheduled for Wednesday, March 24, in Adrian Lounge, for all students interested in learning more about the club.

**Future Teachers Speak**

by Fred J. Wadnola

Three Seniors and two Marist Graduates discussed the relationship of the student teacher and the school in which he is laying the foundation for his future profession. The panel discussion held Sunday night at Fontaine Hall was moderated by Teacher Education Chairman Lawrence J. Murphy and was held for the Marist Student Brothers, who will be sending their first group of Student Brothers next year to participate in the Practice Teaching program.

The panel, stressing such points as techniques of student motivation, cooperation with the supervising teacher and other problems of the student teachers, agreed the program is a necessity for all prospective teachers.

The graduates, Daniel Fogarty (74) and John Marquette (75) pointed out how teaching problems were overcome in the classroom largely due to training in the Marist Teacher Education Program. The three Seniors who have been involved in practice teaching outlined practical applications of teaching experiences while still students at Marist.

The Seniors, Jerry Weyant, Larry Plocher and Fred Wadnola are three of nine seniors in the Program instituted and supervised by Brother Murphy.

**Spirit Personified**

The U.S. Marine Corps officer selection team visited Marist College on March 5 and 6. Marine officers were present, discussing with interested students the ground and air programs. These programs are as follows:

**Platoon Leaders Class:** Consisting of two six-week training periods at Quantico, Virginia during the summer. There are no military drills, or other activities during the school year. Candidates are commissioned upon graduation from college.

**Officer Candidate Course—Aviation or Ground:** Open to seniors, OCC-AOC training is conducted after graduation at Quantico, Virginia and lasts ten weeks. Candidates are then commissioned into the Marine Corps for flight training. OCC's remains at Quantico for further training.

The officer selection team furnished full details on their programs during its visit, including eligibility requirements and how to initiate an application. The team was found in the Cafeteria-Donnelly Hall from 10 a.m. to 2 p.m.

**Future Teachers Speak**

by Fred J. Wadnola

Three Seniors and two Marist Graduates discussed the relationship of the student teacher and the school in which he is laying the foundation for his future profession. The panel discussion held Sunday night at Fontaine Hall was moderated by Teacher Education Chairman Lawrence J. Murphy and was held for the Marist Student Brothers, who will be sending their first group of Student Brothers next year to participate in the Practice Teaching program.

The panel, stressing such points as techniques of student motivation, cooperation with the supervising teacher and other problems of the student teachers, agreed the program is a necessity for all prospective teachers.

The graduates, Daniel Fogarty (74) and John Marquette (75) pointed out how teaching problems were overcome in the classroom largely due to training in the Marist Teacher Education Program. The three Seniors who have been involved in practice teaching outlined practical applications of teaching experiences while still students at Marist.

The Seniors, Jerry Weyant, Larry Plocher and Fred Wadnola are three of nine seniors in the Program instituted and supervised by Brother Murphy.

Radiating smiles, lively cheers, and uncontrollable spirit all define one group: the eight cheerleaders from Mount Saint Mary College, Newburgh. Sporting the school's tradition of color, the girls endlessly gave of their time and effort to cheer "The Foxes" on, arriving in snow and sleet just to carry on what they themselves considered "a real joy . . . we really had a lot of fun and are grateful to the Booster Club for their aid and support."

Peggy Conlon, and her co-worker Kathleen Reineke, the group consisted of Kathy Sullivan, Rosita Caridi, Kathy Lucey, Sue Mulholland, Sheila Fagan and Dawne Crocito. When asked for a comment the girls called out in unison "Yeah, John Murphy." The girls' only wish is "that all games could have as much of a turnout and spirit as the New Paltz games."

To show their appreciation for the spirit the girls added to the games, the Booster Club is planning a night out for the girls, including dinner and then dancing at the Polish Club.

They feel that the girls have really deserved this for the faithfulness they showed in attending all the home games, and also for the time they had to spend practicing before each game. Also greatly appreciative of the efforts of the cheerleaders is Mr. Arvold, Coach of "The Foxes." "Early in the year I was approached by the girls from Mount St. Mary's, and asked if I would allow them to cheer for the varsity basketball team. After consideration, Dr. Goldman and I agreed to let the girls cheer. That was the last time I myself had anything to do personally with the girls. On their own, the girls organized their cheers, procured their uniforms, and never missed a single home game. They are a credit to their school and to the Marist and Athletic Department is greatly appreciative of their fine spirit."

As for the basketball players themselves, their reaction seems to be summed up by the "gator" (Wally Abrahams) when he said, "I really enjoyed them . . . they really added a lot to the spirit of the games."
PRE-ELECTION BUSTLE

by Al May

Time to the accepted traditions of the past, Presidential candidates Jim Sullivan and Mike Feddeck held their first rally in the old lounge on March 1 and 2 respectively. The Sullivan rally was highlighted by the harmonizing of Bob Johnson, entertainment at the Feddeck rally was guitar. Joining this was banjo play-Hooten' - Ralley.

Noticeably void at the rallies was a social suggestion. The term conservative fact it is not a debate. It is rather a students this type of dress may be liberal dress will be considered. To most "continental look" was a dud with "cliques'" were wearing brown and the extremes and not of major con-

"I DIDN'T GIVE A SHEET"

By Joe Townsend

If any student reading this column expects to find a light, humorous, school life at Marist, I suggest that he take a course in Latin. Rather I am asking you to consider the opinions expressed and express your own opinion. I am not asking you to agree with me, but if I can get you to think for yourself, I have done my job. We, of Carpe, congratulate you, President-elect, and unceasingly express respect for both you and the Council. FRA-VIDED, of course, that you continue to contest as understood during the control of the Council, never is President- elect, and feel to ask the Editors of this column you may need to advertise and number of your references.

MEN

SAVE

MONEY

TIME

Effort

AT

TOM & JERRY'S

SHIRT & DRY CLEANING

SERVICE—All Floor Level

10:30 P.M.-10:00 P.M.

5:00 P.M.-5:00 P.M. — Friday

Have Your Shirt Cleaned & Shaved (if desired)—Your Senators Cleaned & Shaved—Retail, Citizens, Shirts, Even Tini—Cleansed & Pressed

From head to toe, that is a crude but basic outline. If it is followed you can go too wrong but you will make mistakes.

Rathaker Next

by Richard Kamo

The Student Council, while its en-
deavors are often concerned with stu-
dent affairs and organization, has an
stance, Last Friday, the Coun-
tery activity is correct, Last Friday, the Coun-
tary activity is correct, Last Friday, the Coun-
ningpint and unity as one

ANNOUNCEMENT

The President-Elect Michael B. Feddeck

Inauguration August 28, 1965

Adrian Lounge

Dear Editor:

The previous weeks have witnessed a flurry of campaign activity concerning the recent election for President of the Student Government. The campus has, naturally, been covered with a great deal of propaganda for both candidates in the manner in which the contests were presented left much to be desired. Openly charismatic, the campaigns were run in childish fashion far below the merit of the office to which they aspire. I cannot help but feel that Marist will not have the opportunity to experience a "high school" campaign in its times.

Respectfully yours,

Bro. Thomas Simmons

BATTLEGROUND: MARIST

If any student reading this column expects to find a light, humorous, school life at Marist, I suggest that he take a course in Latin. Rather I am asking you to consider the opinions expressed and express your own opinion. I am not asking you to agree with me, but if I can get you to think for yourself, I have done my job. We, of Carpe, congratulate you, President-elect, and unceasingly express respect for both you and the Council. FRA-VIDED, of course, that you continue to contest as understood during the control of the Council, never is President-elect, and feel to ask the Editors of this column you may need to advertise and number of your references.

CIRCLE

Initiation This Week

Mon, April 12

Tony Z harnesses his enthusiasm, Matthew and John, two members of the St. John's hockey team, will receive the Circle's Outstanding Student Award. These men were chosen for their outstanding contributions to campus life and their leadership in academic, social, and athletic activities. In recognition of their achievements, they will be presented with the prestigious Circle pin. The ceremony will take place during a special assembly on Monday, April 12, at 2:30 p.m. in the Adrian Lounge. All students are encouraged to attend and celebrate this special occasion.

Marist College

Wednesday, April 14

Socialization

President - Elect Michael B. Feddeck

Inauguration August 28, 1965

Adrian Lounge
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The previous weeks have witnessed a flurry of campaign activity concerning the recent election for President of the Student Government. The campus has, naturally, been covered with a great deal of propaganda for both candidates in the manner in which the contests were presented left much to be desired. Openly charismatic, the campaigns were run in childish fashion far below the merit of the office to which they aspire. I cannot help but feel that Marist will not have the opportunity to experience a "high school" campaign in its times.
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Bro. Thomas Simmons
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If any student reading this column expects to find a light, humorous, school life at Marist, I suggest that he take a course in Latin. Rather I am asking you to consider the opinions expressed and express your own opinion. I am not asking you to agree with me, but if I can get you to think for yourself, I have done my job. We, of Carpe, congratulate you, President-elect, and unceasingly express respect for both you and the Council. FRA-VIDED, of course, that you continue to contest as understood during the control of the Council, never is President-elect, and feel to ask the Editors of this column you may need to advertise and number of your references.
with eighteen, Jeff Kegler with sixteen, and Richy Schneider with fifteen points.

Coach Goldman was very impressed with the hustle and fight the boys constantly displayed. Although their size is not spectacular, the coaching staff expects this freshman team to contribute greatly to next year's varsity material.

**Student Brothers**

**Humble Varsity**

*by Thomas Crittamins, F.M.S.*

Led by some timely shooting and strong defensive work, the Student Brothers, on February 23rd, defeated the College Varsity 72-57. At half-time, the score 39-25 in favor of the Brothers, it looked to all appearances, like anybody's game. As the third quarter began, however, the Brothers sent a barrage of baskets through the hoop, and slowly put the game out of reach.

The Scholastics, who were beaten in a previous duel, were out to win this one, and kept a constant pressure on the backcourt men, while pulling down most of the rebounds.

Bro. Joseph McKenna was high scorer in the game with 29 points. He was followed by Bro. Raymond Armstrong (16); Bro. Eustace Lattles (8); Bro. Denis DaRex (8); and Bro. Francis O'ourke (8).

High scorer for the Varsity was Garry Henderson (11); followed by Jim Collum (10); John Murphy (8); Tom Murray (8); and Bob Casey (8).

**Varsity Shooters Limp to Year's Disappointing End**

By losing eleven of their last thirteen ball games, the Marist College varsity basketball team brought their record to six wins and seventeen losses. Plagued by late season injuries and a resulting inexperience, the Marist five found trouble in locating the range from the field and limiting their moving violations. Despite these obstacles they often looked strong for a few periods at a time, although they were unable to come up with too many strong games.

The most impressive performance of the season was against Philadelphia Textiles, a top ranked prep college. In following games, regulars John Murphy, Jim Clancy, Bernie Dooley, Casey and Mike Borelli often had impressive individual showings, but had trouble in over-all team scoring. They were joining on the court in their efforts by Danny O'Brien, Gus Di Florio, Tom Finucane, and Mike Murray. Coach Paul Arolf, though disappointed with some of his team's play, has high hopes for next season when all of his lettermen are expected to return with the benefit of this year's experience.

**INTRAMURALS**

**Freshman Cagers Hustle to Finest Season Ever**

The surprise of the winter athletic season was the fine showing that the Marist freshmen basketball team presented. Coached by Brother Howard Costello, the team finished their season with an impressive 9-8 record. This included a 5-1 record in the conference, earning them second place in the freshmen competition.

In the final game of the season, the squad handed the conference championship to the Monmouth College, their only loss. The 82-62 defeat gave Monmouth a 7-1 record and the conference title. The game was Butch Milligan with nineteen points. He was closely followed by Vincent Boccali with an impressive 9-8 record.